
Yesterday at roughly 5pm Irish time we saw the Federal Reserve Chair
Jerome Powell speak about the United States' economy at an online
event hosted by the Wall Street Journal. This talk, as we have alluded
to in previous Daily Update's, was very closely watched by global
investors for any new rhetoric from the central banker on rising bond
yields, or any fresh forward guidance in terms of monetary policy in
the States.
Global equities have remained under pressure since yesterday's
online event, after investors watched Powell state that the Fed would
be "patient" in the face of a temporary rise in inflation - the central
banker showing no sense of immediate alarm.
While Powell saw the recent rise in government bond yields as
"notable", he did not consider it a "disorderly" move, or one that is
pushing longer-term rates so high that the Fed may have to step in
and more forcefully bring them back down.
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Equities: Europe's EuroStoxx and DAX indices are roughly 0.75% lower on Friday, with rising
bond yields and fresh concerns amid Covid vaccines spooking investors slightly, both indices
are broadly flat this week. This slight risk-off tone comes after a mixed session in Asia and a
negative finish on Wall Street last night, after Fed Chair Powell's remarks failed to soothe
investors' concerns about the recent bond yield move. VIX at $28.50 this morning.
Currencies: The Dollar is strengthening again on Friday as equities sell off and more investors
look to the positive yielding US Treasuries as a safe-haven. This move has forced the Euro
through a support level, now trading its lowest prices in about 3 months below $1.20. EUR/GBP
has seen broadly sideways trade this week, as the pair takes a breather from its recent move
lower. 
Safe-havens: The main sovereign bonds in Europe and the US are selling off once again on
Friday, pushing yields on the benchmark US 10yr Treasury Note to 1.55% as they approach
their yearly highs. German 10yr Bunds yielding a negative 30 basis points. Rising real yields
have caused precious metals to sell off. Gold is over 2% lower this week to $1692.
Looking ahead: The main data point of the week will come at 13:30 Irish time today when we
see the release of the Non-Farm Payrolls figure in the United States, along with their monthly
unemployment rate which is expected at 6.3%. Next week, we will get two central bank rate
decisions and monetary policy reports, to come from the Bank of Canada and European
Central Bank on Wednesday and Thursday respectively.
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AIB
AIB have announced their 2020 earnings results this morning before
market open, during which time the bank saw net losses of €741m for
the period, on the back of an expected credit loss charge of €1.46
billion and exceptional items of €215m. However, on a more positive
note, AIB did state its intention to return to profit and to resume
normal dividend payouts this year, as it predicted a strong recovery in
lending for 2021.
AIB granted roughly 66,000 payment breaks last year in an attempt to
help support customers during the Covid-19 crisis, noting that 88% of
these have now returned to normal terms. Customer deposits were
14% higher to €82b in 2020, as household savings grew due to
restrictions. AIB's new mortgage lending was 21% lower y/y to €2.3b,
while personal lending was 10% lower.
We saw comments from the bank's CEO Colin Hunt which said that
these latest set of results have of course been shaped by the
pandemic, stating that the "fundamentals of the business remain
robust, sustainable and strong".
"We entered this crisis in a position of capital strength which, enabled
by our leading digital technology, allowed us to deliver
unprecedented levels of support to our customers, communities and
the economy when it mattered most", Hunt added.

London Stock Exchange
The LSE posted its full-year results this morning, the exchange seeing
revenues grow by 3% to £2.1 billion during 2020, driven mostly by
growth in its FTSE Russell and clearing businesses. Adjusted operating
profit increased by 5% to £1.1b. The company announced a 7%
dividend increase, now due to pay a final dividend of 51.7 pence per
share, a reflection of the "good performance and confident outlook"
for the group as a whole.


